Seminar

Vacuum Technologies for textile,
food, pharma, printing, tea and
tobacco packaging
Pakistani manufacturers to benefit from Becker Vacuum Pumps, Compressors & Regenerative Blowers.

Rastgar & Co. in collaboration with
GPCCI organized a seminar on
Vacuum Technology for textile,
food, pharma, printing, tea and
tobacco packaging sectors on 6th
December 2017 at Karachi.
Becker is one of the leading manufacturers of vacuum and pneumatic equipment. The company is renowned in many

industrial sectors, Becker's vacuum
pumps, compressors and pneumatic systems are available as single components
and complete system solutions.
Antonius Nino, representing Becker,
described the importance of Vacuum
Technology for various manufacturing
processes and highlighted modern technological advancement in Vacuum
Systems.
“With many innovative products and
designs, state-of-the-art manufacturing
technology and future-oriented strategic investments, combined with stable
family ownership, both customers
and suppliers alike rely on Becker
as a fair partner,” said Nino
during a presentation.

Becker SV Series
Regenerative Blowers.

Talking about
Rastgar & co. as a
reliable and efficient distributor
of Becker in
Pakistan,
Antonius Nino
said,” A reliable partner is
crucial for spare
parts delivery
and service of
Vacuum and
Blowers
system.”

He further said that regarding installation, commission and spare parts, Rastgar
will install commission and service your
vacuum pumps and blowers anywhere in
Pakistan to professional standards.
Mr Maqsood Zulfqar, CEO, Rastgar &
Co, specially thanked the industrialists for
showing interest in Becker Vacuum
Technology and Rastgar services. He met
individually all guests and spoke about
latest innovations in Vacuum technologies
to make their businesses more profitable,
with more energy efficient and productive
machines.
Managing Directors, CEOs and directors from major industrials groups and
Associations of Pakistan attended the
seminar and appreciated the efforts by
Rastgar Air Compressors for offering reliable products and aftermarket services.
Since 1885, Becker has been manufacturing and developing technologies
that position Becker as the number one
choice for the vacuum pump, pressure
pump, compressor, regenerative blowers
and central system technology. The
Becker rotary vane vacuum pump leads
the industry with unparalleled technology
that provides reliable, superior performance cycle after cycle.
Rastgar Air Compressors is authorized
distributor of BECKER Vacuum and
Blowers in Pakistan.
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